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Bottom Line Up Front:
The demise of traditional media is exaggerated.
Watching TV ain’t what it used to be.
Digital advertising alone won’t ensure your brand
reaches and resonates.
In the beginning, all media was traditional: television,
radio, newspapers, books, and magazines. And advertisers found
it good. Then came disruptive digital. And advertisers were
confused. Now, we understand that traditional (“offline”) and
digital (“online”) advertising offer consumers an array of
choices for when, where and how they view content and the ads
we pay to accompany that content.
Let’s look at TV: With TV viewership trending down,
advertisers are throwing money at digital. Last year, digital
advertising overtook TV advertising, and the gap between the
two is widening. Despite the tremendous growth and increasing
popularity of online and mobile advertising, TV is still the
greatest megaphone to communicate your message to the masses.
This is true especially as what it means to “watch TV”
evolves: mobile and streaming options offer TV to consumers
via live programming, DVR, on-demand and more. Addressable TV
and audience targeting lets advertisers focus their TV
advertising on specific audiences.
According to “Evaluating the Effectiveness of TV Advertising
in the Modern Media Landscape,” a white paper from Neustar,

“TV has a significant cross-product halo effect on the brand’s
portfolio outside of the one being featured in the
advertisement, with one brand attributing 35% of sales to nonadvertised products. Meanwhile, removing TV and implementing
standalone digital strategy has an average negative halo
effect of -18% on ROI.”
If you think it’s important to include TV in your advertising
quiver (some people are digital die-hards), here are four
questions to consider when deciding how much to allocate to
this traditional media:
How effective is TV advertising for your industry?
How much TV exposure does your brand/product/message
need?
How can you use behavioral ad targeting via on-demand or
DVR options?
How to leverage TV’s cross-product “halo effect” on your
other advertising channels?
With advertising dollars so precious, plan your traditional
and digital ad campaigns to be mutually supportive. TV
exposure usually prompts digital demand, so increase your
digital ad budget around when your ads are scheduled. Every
advertising and marketing strategy should include a mix of
traditional and digital tactics that build awareness of your
brand, products, mission or messages across different
channels.
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